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account menu 3 Digimon world 1 players, need advice help So I checked the requirements to
digivolve ur greymon to metalgreymon, but there just wasnt enough time to train all the stats up to
the requirements before my greymon just died of age. That was very weird because I had barely
done anything with that digimon except mostly training 90% of the time, so how are you supposed to
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train a digimon to ultimate without it dying by age. I asume its by special items that increase
training like carot etc and maybe train in special places and not in green
gym.http://3rprint.com.br/imagens/buck-stove-28000-manual.xml

But that is just my theory, any tips that I dont know about regarding evolving ur digimon to ultimate
without it dying by age in the process from the long training grind 13 comments share save hide
report 80% Upvoted This thread is archived New comments cannot be posted and votes cannot be
cast Sort by best level 1 2 years ago There are 4 evolution requirements of which you have to fulfill 3
in order to get to the next level. The accurate requirements can be found here GameFAQs Guide,
here Google Docs or here Evolution calculator tool. Now, in the beginning you certainly should not
go for stats when evolving to ultimate. As you already experienced you have a hard time reaching
those levels. Additionally you should make sure your Digimon has a high happiness, as low happiness
reduces your remaining lifetime faster. Could you elaborate a bit more on that 1 share Report Save
Continue this thread level 1 2 years ago You cant get your first ultimate by only training on your first
try. To get your first ultimate you must progress through the story and pick up some stats chips
along the way which will help you meet the requirements for your champion. You will eventually be
able to recruit 2 guyskabuterimon and kuwagamon which will increase your training perfomance
and piximon which will sell you a training manual which will boost your training perfomance as
well.After that you dont really need to use stat chips to help you meet the requirements. All rights
reserved Back to top. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an
alternative browser. But one thing I have yet to do in the game is successfully train a digimon to
digivolve into a ultimatethat Monzaemon suit does not count.

Even with the green gym being improved by Kabuterimon and Kuwagamonand the supercarrot and
hawk radish I find it very near impossible to get my digimon to ultimate level requirements. If I train
my digimon too much at once I get a tired care mistake. The game does not allow yetat least I dont
think for me to buy disks that boast stats. I have become aware that there are certain opponents in
the game that require me to have a ultimate digimon. Anyone know of any methods that can make
training easier I can use that I may not have been aware of Also buy a Training Manual sold by
Piximon and bring it on your bag while training to get more stats boost. Anyway if youve run out of
chips youre better start to try with some easy Ultimate such as Piximonmost stats 300 and
AndromonOdd stats 200 even stats 400. Train everywhere, if you get a Vaccine Digimon, train it on
the sanctuary, it will gain more stats than the one in upgraded Green Gym; train in Mt. Trash to get
high MP, train in Cherrymon to get high Brain, etc. Lastly, if you happen to already obtained
Digitamamon on the city, make infinite money through a trick and let your Digimon ate
Digitamamons food, itll boost stats without making the Digimon full so your Digimon can keep
eating, an easy and fast way but very expensive. Where would I go to buy chips. The only place I
know would be ShogenGekomon and its abit expensive to keep buying cards for points. Piximon I
know what time of the day to find him but how good do my digimon stats have to be to stand a good
chance in a battle. To make chips appear there theres a special trick. I dont remember the detail,
what i remember is you need to lose in a battle, and when you lose a battle the enemy will
sometimes steal your stuffs, if you happen to bring some chips in your bag and you lost that after
battle because you lose then theres a chance that the stolen items will appear in recycle shop.
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Anyway there are chips called devil chips, you can buy it from Devimon in black shop or whatever
the name was, located inside the shop in your city. Not that expensive IMO, but i heard if you use it
your Digimon will live shorter. The other stats doesnt really matter if you have skills that boost your
stats such as Muscle charge, war cry, full potential, etc. Just make your Digimon use stats boosting
skills until you wont get any stat boost anymore, and youll be fine against Piximon.I THINK it might
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be 100 per stat for Off, Def, Speed and Brains, from C and B; and 1000 each for HP and MP from A.
Im on my 6th Digimon I believe, and have so far had 3 Ultimates. Just do lots of training; also, bonus
conditions are your friend. In fact, Ive been a little short of the full parameter conditions each time,
but evolved due to bonus conditions into MetalMamemon, MetalGreymon, and Megadramon. And Ive
so far never had to use any chips. Another hung that helps is to never let your Digimon get tired
while training. What I do is save when I sleep, then train until it gets tired, keeping track of how
many times it took. Then I simply write that down, and load, then train until 1 less than that number,
and go to Centarumons to rest. Rinse and repeat, and your Digimon should not get tired. Weights
important too, I had a bit of trouble getting Airdramon to evolve to Megadramon because he didnt
eat very much. Sometimes you just have to overfeed your Digimon. It doesnt count as a care
mistake, although it lowers their happiness and discipline. But as long as you do a few battles
sometimes, it should even out. Im aiming to digivolve it into Andromon. I have both HP and MP at
2500 while the rest is 300. It will be tricky getting the stat requirement of 4000 MP and 450 defense.
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But its not that big a problem, as long as youve got the right amount of care mistakes 5 or less I
think, the weight is close, and youve had over 30 battles, it ought to work I like to use it as a guide,
because its one of the easier things to control. Got another question where could I buy protection
floppies. I read somewhere that those items make the fight against Piximon more easy. Hes been
mentioned ju the Tankmon in Toy Town, Angemon, and Shellmons bulletin, but I cant get him to
appear. I started over and now Im trying to get my Leomon to digivolve to Mamemon. The Leomon
Im training. According to that digivolving faqs I should have all the requirements to digivolve
Leomon to Mamemon but from what I know not all faqs are accurate. Can anyone confirm that I
have met all the requirements The Leomon Im training. According to that digivolving faqs I should
have all the requirements to digivolve Leomon to Mamemon but from what I know not all faqs are
accurate.I seem to get Ultimates only when I really dont expect it. Do you know about the mojyamon
trading trick for money. Getting anchovies and trading them for discs. I get lots of money from that,
and then keep buying cards to trade with Shogungekomon for chips. It does get very tiring to keep
vending the cards though, as you would require a lot to get sufficient points. Also as for training till
the sweatdrop appears, an easy early warning as to when a digimon is going to get exhausted is
when the happiness level begins to drop slightly. Once the happiness level drops after a training
session, I know that it is tired and needs rest at centarumon before I can continue training. By
continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies.
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